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**Friday 12**th **September 2014**

**Venue**

Lee Sheridan Room, Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore (NUS)
Bukit Timah Campus, 469G Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 259776

**8:30 am**

Bus departs from V Hotel, Lavender Street, to BTC Campus

**9:00 am**

Welcome
Associate Professor LYE Lin Heng - Director, Asia-Pacific Centre for Environmental Law (APCEL), Faculty of Law, NUS

Associate Professor Joel Lee - Vice Dean, Student Affairs, Faculty of Law, NUS

Professor Hitoshi Ushijima - School of Law, Chuo University, Tokyo, Japan

**9:15 am – 10.15 am**

1. Overview to the legal system & environmental law in Singapore
   Assoc. Prof Lye Lin Heng - Director, (APCEL) Faculty of Law, NUS

2. Overview to the legal system & environmental law in Japan
   Prof Hitoshi Ushijima - School of Law, Chuo University, Tokyo, Japan

**10:15 - 10:45 am**

Coffee/Tea break

**10:45 - 11:45**

3. Water Supply and Pollution in Singapore
   Mr Ezra Ho Suhan, Year IV, Bachelor of Env Studies (BES) program, NUS

4. Water Supply and Pollution in Japan
11.45 - 12:30 pm  
**Tour of the BTC Campus and C J Koh Law Library**  
(NUS - LSIRC: Law School International Relations Committee)

12:30 pm – 1:30 pm  
**Lunch (hosted by NUS)**  
*Venue*  
BTC Staff Lounge, Faculty of Law, Level 2

1:30 pm – 2:30 pm  
**5. Waste Management in Singapore**  
Mr Xue Weijian, Year IV, BES program, NUS

**6. Waste Management in Japan**

2:30 pm – 3:30 pm  
**7. Urban Greenery & Nature Conservation in Singapore**  
Mr Nicholas Ang Teck Choon, Year IV, BES program, NUS

**8. Urban Greenery & Nature Conservation in Japan**

3:30 pm – 3:55 pm  
**Tea & Coffee Break**  
*Venue*  
Foyer of Lee Sheridan

4:00 pm – 5:00 pm  
**9. Eco-Tourism in Singapore**  
Ms Mallika Naguran, NUS MSc (Env Mgt) [MEM] class of 2013; Founder of Gaia Discovery

**10. Eco-Tourism in Japan**

5:05 pm  
**Bus departs from BTC Campus to Kent Ridge Campus**

5:30 pm  
**Tour of Kent Ridge Campus (led by BES Students)**  
Free & easy - BES students to take over as hosts

7:00  
**Chuo students join BES students for Mid Autumn Festival at University Town**